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NEWSLETTER
I LOVE learning
alongside our
growing
nonspeaking
community. I can't
wait to see you all
in July!”
~Elizabeth

MOTORMORPHOSIS VIRTUAL PICNIC

Summer is upon us which means it's time for Motormorphosis! We will, once
again, offer a nugget-sized version of our annual conference until we can
come together in 2022.
Stay tuned as we reveal the presentations and presenters. In the meantime
here are a few clues...
Catch the beat from this Cali S2C Practitioner.
Join our illustrious advocates as they take the lead on leadership.
Write right with this wonderful wordsmith.
Interest piqued? Register Now!
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NEUROMEDIA SUMMER 2021
Curated blogs – for core concepts in Disability
Justice and Neurodiversity.
~Ann Jusino, Lakshmi Rao Sankar, Monica van Schaik

When we launched the first Neuroliterature Summer Campaign in 2020
we focused on the fact that there were not enough authors, stories,
books, and characters who were neurodivergent. While the world was
turning towards inclusion, it felt like people tended to have a
monolithic perception of who neurodivergent people are and that there
was a need for diversity of representation of neurodivergence in the
media. We were also interested in expanding access to reading and the
immersive experience of letting yourself dive into a good book. This is
why we spoke to the need of consuming literature in accessible ways –
being read aloud to, using screen readers, and using audible narration
as options – to name a few.
This year, we shifted from the term Neuroliterature to Neuromedia.
Internet content, podcasts, and TV shows profoundly impact the
formation and expression of ideas, our sense of self, and our
relationships with others. Our Neuromedia campaign for 2021 includes
books, blogs, podcasts, and TV shows!
We are also reimagining the way we will release our campaign. We
know that there are other summer preoccupations in a newly opened
(or somewhat open) world. We will be releasing our recommendations
over the summer months and they will be spaced out, giving everyone a
more leisurely yet richly rewarding consumption of Neuromedia.

Motormorphosis
is the best! It
fuels my motor
with promise
and possibilities
for
nonspeakers!"
~Sarah
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I-ASC MOTORIETY – TIPS & HACKS
Thomas Pruyn - Reading Motor Hack

"Really think that the biggest motor hack I know is trying to
read with something. When I was working on reading I would
use a bright-colored ruler under each line to help follow the
text."
Spellers and all individuals with apraxia and sensory-movement
differences, often prefer instructions for the completion of
motor actions broken down into smaller steps. These step-bystep motor tasks are ideally practiced frequently until the steps
collectively become “automatic” and require little to no
planning before execution, which of course can be problematic.
One way of adapting a motor task is by modifying the task with
some simple innovation – or a hack – making the execution of
the action easier. Our favourite type of hack is a tool or a
prompt with VAKT (visual, auditory, kinesthetic or tactile)
properties that can be implemented as a standalone action or
within a chain of steps, and result in an effective modification
to the execution of a motor task.
When clever dyspraxic bodies discover some of these motor
hacks, it is like they are discovering GOLD! With this in mind, for
our newest resource, I-ASC will be sharing favourite motor
hacks developed by spellers and practitioners, giving these
mighty hacks the MOTORIETY they deserve!

What a great
memory of
Motormorphosis
2018! I encouraged
my peers to "Do
Hard Things!" Hard
things are different
to each individual
and certainly, look
different in our
lives. Here's to
pressing forward in
the wake of a very
hard thing, the
pandemic. Let's do
this!”
~Sam
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MOTORMORPHOSIS 2021
WILL BE VIRTUAL

Register now for the Motormorphosis Picnic, our
snack-sized online version of our annual
conference!
Saturday, July 24 at 1PM EDT, for presentations
from spellers, families, practitioners, and
community members.
The Motormorphosis Virtual Picnic received rave
reviews last year!
"This is the best picnic ever! There are so many fascinating
presenters and talented spellers. I'm inspired. Thank you, E.V.
and crew for coordinating a great Zoom afternoon." ~Lisa
"We LOVED the experience!!!! I so wished to be able to attend
Motormorphosis in previous years, but the distance, cost,
practical difficulties of getting me and my speller over there,
was just too much of a challenge. And now, this year we had
this opportunity, whow! I cannot describe how much this
meant to us. Our whole family was able to attend the "picnic"
with our son, Nicolaas." ~Corlia

A cherished
memory from
Motormorphosis
years past is
partnering with
ally’s, families,
and friends to
deliver a one-ofits-kind
conference with
the nonspeaking
community! Our
commUnity
rocks!”
~Christie
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I-ASC OFFERS FREE AND
INFORMATIVE WEBINARS
EVERY MONTH!

Kelly Berg, S2C Practitioner, and I-ASC Leadership member
will discuss the basics of Lesson writing techniques. Join
Kelly to find out WHY we are all so obsessed with lessons,
and why we consider them to be GOLD! What is a lesson,
exactly, and what are the various reasons that we use
them? How do lessons support regulation? How do we
identify and highlight keywords, and what on earth is a
“known” question? Learn this and the answers to all of your
lesson-related questions, as well as get some tips and tricks
for writing your own lessons for your nonspeaker! Join us
for this free webinar!

How amazing is
it that in the
midst of a
pandemic we
can still get
together and
learn how to
better support
our spellers as a
community. One
more year and
then we MUST
be back in
person!”~Kelly
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